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A COMPACT II- CYCI,OTRON FOR ISOTOPE: PRODUCTION 
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Abstract 

The design of a compact. high intensity II- cyclotron for isotope 
protluctic!n, exploiting the recently developr,d TIlItrhlF high bright- 
ni’sb multicurp volume ll- ion source; is drscribed. A 5 mA version 
(of this 11- sources cllrrently under drvrlopment, makes possiblr~ ac- 
cclerat+~d beam ictensities of up to ,500 PA. The cyclotron has a four 
swtor, radial ridge design, with two 45O ders in opposite valleys. 
Beam tbxtraction is by stripping to lI+ in thin graphite foils. Two 
foil st.rippers permit the simultaneous extraction of two beams. By 
varyinK t.ht* radial position of the stripper the energy of the cxtrartrd 
learns can be varied between 15 MeV and 30 Me\‘. 

1. Introduction 

A beam intensity upgrade program for the 500 MeV IT- cyclotron 
;~t. ‘I’Rl!~SIF has led to the development of a dc version of a volume 
cusp ion source with thr capability of producing several milliamperes 
of low emittancc H- beams. Such a source has applications beyond 
thr immediate development need at TRIUMF, in partitlllar to high 
intensity II- cyclotrons for isotope production. 

At TRIUMF radioisotopes are produced commercially by Atomic 
Energy of Canada Radiochemical Co. using a dedicated 42 MeV A- 
cyclotron, and parasitically using beams from the 500 MC,\’ TRITJMF 
ryc!otrcm.l Recently AECL has expressed a desire to expanri thtsir 
;,r<ldl~rtic~n capacity witlL a second dvlicatrd cyclotron. I3ccaust~ of 
:I It, ,011 SC,UI’CP development, the various cyclotron design skills avail- 
ab:c at TRIUMF, and a technology transfer policy at ‘I’RIU hlF. it 
WB:: decided to roopcratr with acommercial partner in the submission 
<If it ;~riii~~~.,al to Al?C’T, to design and co!iitrlc‘t a cvclotron mccring 
thv AIX’I. req:lirements. 

‘Thc~ ilitsir sperificaric~~s c-all for a c~c.101 rr)n wilh a rriauirn!~m pro 
tllil energy of 30 MCV, an accelerated bran1 intc,nsity greater than 
%50 idA, and at least two external beams. rarh capable of beam cur- 
wnls ujj t,ri 200 )<A and with energy variahlt, frcxn 15 M?V to 30 McV. 

‘IX+ paper gives an overview of t.he current cyclot.ron design. 

2. General Description 

Berausc of the ease of extraction. ease of providing multiple ex- 
ternal hearns, and the extensive experience with II- cyclotrons at 
‘i’It11.~31F, it is natllra: that an H- cyclotron btl specified for this ap- 
pIic;ltion. In tilis czw a four sector compact design with 3X.5” radial 
ridge llills. as dluii.ratW~ ill Fig. 1 is proI)osCd. 

‘I‘hc magnet is approximately 2.5 m in diameter, I .2 rn high, and 
ivcaighi aj~l)roYirnatel~ 40 tonnes. I, - is split near tlic rllitfplane allow- 
ilig t 11rc.c~ jacks inst,a.llr~d around thtt pfxriphery trl elevate the upll<xr 
pail for acct’bs to the cyclo;ron interior. Two roils, mounted on the 
u~~pcr ~I,cI lower polrs, with a total of 7.2 x IO4 ampere-turns provide 
the ~nagnr? r~s~:itatio:i. Power dissilbation in thr rnagnrt, is approxi. 
I~lc~t<~l:i 2:) k’lb’. E+citu~ of the fixed field op<sration, all magnetic field 
ci~iivrt~o~is evil! Iv madr~ by shilrrlning during t hc field mapping St ag(’ 
of con:trlic’ti~~n. Ko trim roils are planned. 

‘!‘o 11mit cyclc,:r~.,n vault rri!ing height, rc?quir<~n~cnt,s while- at 1.h~ 
suite time Ininimizing injection beam line cornl~onents, the ion SOUCCC 
ii rt~~~~ntr~~l dircctlg below the cyclotron Art ess to thl, ion source and 
otiit,i co~:~ponents such as vacuu~n l,ulnps and the rf drive line which 
arc’ also Ior;,+rd hp:ow I hc cyclot ran. is rnadc , ;)ossible by rnollrrt.ing 
:III~ ~c~ciot roti river B fvlitt ivri) shitlliow pit. 

‘I‘hi- 11 b(~;tm from t,h~ ion source’ is rrljertc~c! vcrtic-ally upward 
al011g this mdRn<‘t axis toward t!i(, Wi:t in whc*r? an rlrct roslalic spiral 
infl~~ctcir I:i~nds it into the horizonta! ni+Jtiian p!an~~. Accelrration thrn 
tak+ p:dc~~ at four dcc gap crossings p<:r t>rbit. 

‘1 ill, t’ilio .l,j’ w,itiP d(,es lot-att,tj in oplmsitiy vallc’yh 01>0r~l~<‘ in l)ll%<X 
at 3i lillii, tlrtb second hi,:.m<lni~ <)f thi> rirt,it 1’1e<qu(7~~‘>. \f’itll t,l,l* 

design voltage of 50 k\’ (peak) on the dees, the energy gain per turn is 
140 keV, and approximately 200 turns are therefore required to reach 
maximum energy. Coaxial stubs to resonate the dets at the operating 
fre,cluency penetrate the yoke through four 25 cm diameter holes. Rf 
power is delivered to the dees through a six-inch coaxial t,ra.nsmission 
linp, a variable impedance matching section and a drive loop located 
near the end of one of the resonator stubs. For case of maintenanw 

the entire 60 kW rf system is located outside the cyclotron vault. 
‘To maintain four-fold magnetic symmetry there are four addi- 

tional tales through the yoke in the unoccupied valleys. Two of 
thew in the lower yoke are used as vacuum pump ports in which two 
20 cm cryopumps are installed. 

The vacuum enclosure for the acceleration region is defined by the 
upper and lower pole surfaces and an essentially circular cylindrical 
aluminum shell that is sealed with elastomer gaskets to the outer 
edge of the poles. With the pumping provided, a pressure of less 
than 3 x lo-’ ton should be achieved and the beam loss due to gas 
stripping during acceleration is therefore expected to be less tha.n 
:hree per cent. 

Basic parameters for the cyclotron are given in Table I. 

3. Ion Source 

A high intensity, low emittance II- ion source is the key to achit v- 
ing high intensity beams from the cyclotron. In this case the) ion 
il7nrce to br used is based on the development, at TRIIJMF, of the dc 
multicusp volume plasma source. * Figure 2 illustratea the TRIUMF 
development source with which beam currents of 2.5 mA of II- ions in 
a normalized emittance of 0.27r mm-mrad have been demonstrated. 
For the 30 MPV cyclotron a source with a smaller plasma vol~~lnr,. 
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tor, and into a dipole with a field index chosen to give the correct Y, 
val~r.~ Since turns are not separated at extrartion, betatron phases 
will mix and only the maximum radial and vertical beam sizes during 
one betatron oscillation will determine the effective circulating emit- 
tancr. With v, chosen to be 0.2 and a normalized source emittanrc of 
0.35s mm-mrad, optimal radial and vertical normalized circulating 
emittances were found to be 0.68s mm-mrad and 0.637~ mm-mrad, 
respectively. Because of electric focusing, v, and v, are actually 
functions of the rf phase and this further increases the effective emit- 
tances. This matching scheme requires that the last quadrupole he 
located as close as possible to the median plane, which in this design 
is 15 cm. Initially, an axially symmetric matching system (consisting 
only of solenoids) was considered, hut this was found to give very 
poor rnat,ching, radial and vertical normalized circulating emittanres 
were at best 1.1s mm-mrad and 3.On mmmrad. respectively. Mort- 
over compared with the quadrupole scheme, matching was found to 
be very sensitive to ut. 

‘l‘ahb I Principal cyclotron piranwters. 
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Magntt 
AveragP fidd 
Hill field 
Vallty tiPId 
Hill gap 
Valley gap 
FIllI an& 
Iron weight 
Pole radius 
Height 
Diamrttar 
Number of srcturs 

(:rlll 
Cod power 
Copprr weight 
A,nperr-turns 

KF 
Frcqurnry 
Dee voltage 
Electrical width 
Harmonic 
POWW 

VFUlUIlI 

PreSs11re 
Pumping 

, ‘, ‘I’ * 

1.90 T 

0.55 T 
4 cm 

18 cm 

38 5O 
45 torlrltts 

76 cm 
1 26 m 
2.62 11, 

4 

29 kW 
1 $1 t<1nnes 
7.2 x 104 

37 MHz 
50 kV 

900 
2 

GO kW 

3 x lo-’ torr 
4000 els (HO), 1500 e/s (air) 

Ion SOUIC~’ 

TYW 
output current 
Emittance (normabzed) 
Blss voltage 

Extraction - 
Energ) 
Method 
External beams 

II- cusp 
5 III.4 

0.35x mm-mrad 
25 kV 

15-30 MeV 
Stripping 

2 

and therefore requiring smaller power supplies. is under development. 
II- beam currents of up to 5 In.4 with a nornlalizc4 emittanre of 
0.35~ mm-rnratl are <,xpectr,d from this source 

4. Injection 

The transport line from the ion source to the cyclotron consists of 
a solenoid plus a quadrlipole doublet. The optics were o;)timized by 
I.ra(,king the (T matrix into the axial xnagnetir fiel~l. through the inflec-- 
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5. The Central Region 

The orbit calculations used to design the central region were pre- 
formed using the orbit tracking code CYCLONE.4 This program can 
be used to study both radial and vertical motion, and consists of three 
separate parts. The first part integrates the equations of motion in 
the region of the first gap using an electric potential map stored in 
a rectangular grid. In this part the independent variable is the rf 
time, (T). In part II the angle is used as the independent variable, 
and again a rectangular electric potential map is used. In part III 
a delta function energy gain is used. Typically the first 5 turns are 
completed in part II and then the program switches to part III. The 
electric potential grids are calculated using the code RELAX311,5s 
which employs the technique of successive over-relaxation. Parallel 
to the median plane a grid of 201 by 201 points was used, with a 
spacing of 1.0 mm. In the axial direction 9 points were used with a 
spacing of 1.25 mm. 

In designing the central region we have tried to maintain good 
centering for a large phase acceptance, while leaving clearance around 
the median plane posts for the radial phase spas. k\‘r also felt tllar 
it was necessary to arhieve the required centering Gng an inflcctor 
with the minim\im of tilt to preserve aperture in the inflector. In this 

design a spiral inflector with an electric bend radius of 2.0 cm and 
a tilt i)arameter,7 k’ = 0.35 ., is used. To improve the voltage holding 
we have maintained a minimum distance between ground and high 
voltage in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field of 8 mm 

Fig 3 Orbits of rays with 5 diRerent st.arting times Also shown are the 

ct:rltr~I region e~lectrodes in tht~ ~rw.l~ar~ plift~+’ 3rd ttafz t’<jUlpnt~‘~ltlal~ of th+ 

cIPclrIc field 
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Fig 5. nanaverse emittance plots for various energy beams at the extracted beam cross-over point 

except in the injection gap where it has been cut to 5 mm to reduce 
the transit time. Finally, we have tried to take advantage of the large 
v, at higher energies, by providing a large vertical acreptnnrr at low 
energies. 

Since we wish to avoid using a field hump, the central ray is that 
which crosses the center line of the first dee at r = 0“ (4 = 0“). This 
corresponds to a starting time of r0 = 720”. In Fig. 3 we have shown 
rays starting at 70 = IOO”, 110°, 120°, 130°, and 140°, superimposed 
on the equipotential plot of the electric field grid used by part II. The 
central ray has a centering error of 2 mm at turn 20 (orbit radius of 
19.8 cm). The maximum centering error for the other phases in the 
&20” phase band i!: 3 mm and the centering errors are well grouped 
together in 5, p, space. 

In Fig. 4 the vertical motion is shown for several different phases. 
In these cases the vertical motion is being treated by CYCLONE in 
the linear approximation, so one need only track two linearly inde- 
pendent rays. \Ve have chosen to show a ray starting with pr = 0 and 
another with .z = 0. The starting values of the conjugate variables 
have been chosen to show a normalized emittance of 1.0~ mm-mrad. 

6. Beam Extraction 

Extraction is achieved by passing the II- beam through an apprb- 
priately positioned thin graphite foil (approximately 200 /~g/cm’) to 
strip off the electrons. The resulting H+ beam then deflects into thr 
exit channel. For an extraction foil locus that is essentially radial and 
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located in a hill gap as shown in Fig. 1. the H+ trajectories for the 
15 MeV to 30 MeV beams exit the cyclotron through a valley, far from 
the defocusing effects of the hill fringe fields, and come to a rommor 
crossover point outside the magnet yoke. A dipole magnet (combi- 
nation magnet) placed at the crossover then deflects the extracted 
beam into the external hoam line. Resulrs of transverse phase space 
computations for a range of extracted beam pnergiea, u illustratrd ill 
Fig. 5, shows the beams to be well behaved and easily accommodated 
in a planned 7.5 cm diameter beam pipe. For these calculations the 
computed magnetic field, including fringe fields were used together 
with an assumed circulating beam emittance of 2.0~ mm-mrad (a 
factor 6 larger than expected from the ion source). As illustrated in 
Fig. 1 two extracted beams exiting through diametrically opposite 
valleys are planned. 

7. Present Status --_ ,.. 

A limited design activity for the cyclotron ;s progressing while 
contractual negotiat.ion E are proceeding. The ma.jor design and COII- 
struct,ion effort will begin with col:t,ract signing. I)c:livcry is scheduled 
for nineteen months later. 
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